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1884 – The cornerstone for the Statue of Liberty is laid on Bedloe's Island (now Liberty Island) in New York
Harbor on August 5 1884
the light bearing arm Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi completed the head and the torch-bearing arm before the
statue was fully designed, and these pieces were exhibited for publicity at international expositions. The
torch-bearing arm was displayed at the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876, and in Madison
Square Park in Manhattan from 1876 to 1882. Fundraising proved difficult, especially for the Americans, and
by 1885 work on the pedestal was threatened by lack of funds......Although plans for the statue had not
been finalized, Bartholdi moved forward with fabrication of the right arm, bearing the torch, and the head.
Work began at the Gaget, Gauthier & Co. workshop.[41] In May 1876, Bartholdi traveled to the United States
as a member of a French delegation to the Centennial Exhibition,[42] and arranged for a huge painting of the
statue to be shown in New York as part of the Centennial festivities.[43] The arm did not arrive in
Philadelphia until August; because of its late arrival, it was not listed in the exhibition catalogue, and while
some reports correctly identified the work, others called it the "Colossal Arm" or "Bartholdi Electric Light".
The exhibition grounds contained a number of monumental artworks to compete for fairgoers' interest,
including an outsized fountain designed by Bartholdi.[44] Nevertheless, the arm proved popular in the
exhibition's waning days, and visitors would climb up to the balcony of the torch to view the
fairgrounds.[45] After the exhibition closed, the arm was transported to New York, where it remained on
display in Madison Square Park for several years before it was returned to France to join the rest of the
statue.[45]

August 3 2004 – The pedestal of the Statue of Liberty reopens after being closed since the September 11
attacks.

Diana's torch light
https://extra-capsa.com/2018/08/03/princess-diana-predictive-programming-the-smiths-the-queen-is-dead-more/

Excerpt under the assumption she died:

Diana, the Queen of Hearts, crashed in the underpass heading directly to the Exit to the ‘Avenue de New York’.
And of course New York has its Statue of Liberty holding an identical flame to the one above the bridge where
Diana died. Further, Diana is the Moon Goddess, often depicted holding a torch, and Princess Diana died the day
before a New Moon – just as Grace Kelly died the day after a New Moon. (Prince William was born on the exact
day of a New Moon and Hekate Middleton was born on the exact day of a Full Moon.)

https://vigilantcitizen.com/vigilantreport/princess-dianas-death-and-memorial-the-occult-meaning/

Diana is often depicted with hunting dogs
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Diana (Classical Latin: [dɪˈaːna]) was the goddess of the hunt, the moon, and nature in Roman mythology,
associated with wild animals and woodland, and having the power to talk to and control animals. She
was equated with the Greek goddess Artemis,[1]though she had an independent origin in Italy.
Diana was known as the virgin goddess of childbirth and women. She was one of the three maiden
goddesses, along with Minerva and Vesta, who swore never to marry. Oak groves and deer were
especially sacred to her. Diana was born with her twin brother, Apollo, on the island of Delos, daughter
of Jupiter and Latona. She made up a triad with two other Roman deities; Egeria the water nymph, her
servant and assistant midwife; and Virbius, the woodland god.[2]

To be or not to be married
The goddess is also referenced indirectly in A Midsummer Night's Dream. The character Hippolyta states
"And then the moon, like to a silver bow new bent in Heaven". She refers to Diana, goddess of the moon,
who is often depicted with a silver hunting bow. In the same play the character Hermia is told by the Duke
Theseus that she must either wed the character Demetrius "Or on Diana's alter to protest for aye austerity
and single life". He refers to her becoming a nun, with the goddesse Diana having connotations of
chastity.

Diana's rose memorial
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Bartoldi

Career [ edit ]

Early sculptures and work in Colmar [ edit ]

In 1853, Bartholdi submitted a Good Samaritan-themed sculptural group to the Paris Salon of 1853. The statue
was later recreated in bronze. Within two years of his Salon debut, Bartholdi was commissioned by his hometown
of Colmar to sculpt a bronze memorial of Jean Rapp, a Napoleonic General.[2] In 1855 and 1856 Bartholdi
traveled in Yemen and Egypt with travel companions such as Jean-Léon Gérôme and other "orientalist" painters.
The trip sparked Bartholdi's interest in colossal sculpture.[2]

In 1869, Bartholdi returned to Egypt to propose a new lighthouse to be built at the entrance of the Suez Canal,
which was newly completed. The lighthouse, which was to be called Egypt Carrying the Light to Asia and shaped
as a massive draped figured holding a torch, was not commissioned.[2]

The war and Statue of Liberty [ edit ]
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Bartholdi early in his
career.

Bartholdi sculpting. To the left is a
miniature of Liberty Enlightening the
World.

Bartholdi served in the Franco-
Prussian War of 1870 as a
squadron leader of the National
Guard, and as a liaison officer to
General Giuseppe Garibaldi,
representing the French
government and the Army of the
Vosges.[citation needed] As an
officer, he took part in the defense
of Colmar from Germany.
Distraught over his region's defeat,
over the following years he
constructed a number of
monuments celebrating French
heroism in the defense against
Germany. Among these project
was the Lion of Belfort, which he
started working on in 1871, not

finishing the massive sandstone statue until 1880.[2]

In 1871, he made his first trip to the United States, where he pitched the idea
of a massive statue gifted from the French to the Americans in honor of the
centennial of American independence. The idea, which had first been
broached to him in 1865 by his friend Édouard René de Laboulaye, resulted in the Statue of Liberty in New York
harbor.[2] After years of work and fundraising, the statue was inaugurated in 1886.[2] During this period, Bartholdi
also sculpted a number of monuments for American cities, such as a cast-iron fountain in Washington,
DC completed in 1878.[2]

Later years [ edit ]

In 1875, he joined the Freemasons Lodge Alsace-Lorraine in Paris.[3] In 1876, Bartholdi was one of the French
commissioners in 1876 to the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition. There he exhibited bronze statues of The Young
Vine-Grower, Génie Funèbre, Peace and Genius in the Grasp of Misery, receiving a bronze medal for the
latter.[1] His 1878 statue Gribeauvalbecame the property of the French nation.[1]

A prolific creator of statues, monuments, and portraits, Bartholdi exhibited at the Paris Salons until the year of his
death in 1904.[2] He also remained active with diverse mediums, including oil painting, watercolor, photography,
and drawing.[2]Bartholdi, who received the rank of Commander of the Legion of Honor in 1886, died
of tuberculosis in Paris on 4 October 1904, aged 70.[citation needed]

Major project 

The Statue of Liberty [ edit ]
Main article: Statue of Liberty

The work for which Bartholdi is most famous is Liberty Enlightening the World, better known as the Statue of
Liberty. Soon after the establishment of the French Third Republic, the project of building some suitable memorial
to show the fraternal feeling existing between the republics of the United States and France was suggested, and in
1874 the Union Franco-Americaine (Franco-American Union) was established by Edouard de
Laboulaye.[1] Bartholdi's hometown in Alsace had just passed into German control in the Franco-Prussian War.
These troubles in his ancestral home of Alsace are purported to have further influenced Bartholdi's own great
interest in independence, liberty, and self-determination.[citation needed] Bartholdi subsequently joined this group,
among whose members were Laboulaye, Paul de Rémusat, William Waddington, Henri Martin, Ferdinand Marie
de Lesseps, Jean-Baptiste Donatien de Vimeur, comte de Rochambeau, Oscar Gilbert Lafayette,[1] François
Charles Lorraine, and Louis François Lorraine.[clarification needed]

Bartholdi broached the idea of a massive statue. Bartholdi's design approved on, the Union Franco-Americaine
raised more than 1 million francs throughout France for the building of the statue.[1]In 1879, Bartholdi was
awarded design patent U.S. Patent D11,023  for the Statue of Liberty.[clarification needed] On 4 July 1880, the
statue was formally delivered to the American minister in Paris, the event being celebrated by a great
banquet.[1] In October 1886, the structure was officially presented as the joint gift of the French and American
people, and installed on Bedloe's Island in New York Harbor .[1] It was rumored in France that the face of the
Statue of Liberty was modeled after Bartholdi's mother.[4] The statue is 151 feet and 1 inch high, and the top of the
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Front page of Frank
Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper,
week ending June 13, 1885

Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi in
1880

The Statue of Liberty

torch is at an elevation of 305 feet 1 inch from mean low-water mark.[5] It
was the largest work of its kind that had ever been completed up to that time.[1]
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